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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to present both the main parts of the designing and the
implementation of a useful and user-friendly electronic tool, the Greek grammar
checker. This tool carries out the function of analyzing morphologically and
syntactically sentences, phrases, and words in order to correct syntactic, gram-
matical, and stylistic errors (Iordanidou, 1999, 2004). Our premise in order to
deal with all these issues is the settings of Grammar (adaptation of Little Modern
Grammar of Manolis Triantafyllidis), which is the formal grammatical codifica-
tion of Modern Greek, since 1976 (Triantafyllidis, 1991). This paper also presents
the formalism used (the Mnemosyne), a formalism that handles with the parti-
cularities of the Greek language that hinder the computational processing. This
formalism has already been used to identify multi-word terms and to phrase
grammars, aiming to automatically extract information. We tested the Greek
grammar checker by giving texts that were to be evaluated both to the grammar
checker and to a person. In the majority of cases, the human corrector accuracy is
almost equal to the grammar checker one. As far as mistakes that have to do with
the coherence of the text or with meaning are concerned, the human corrector
was the only accurate corrector, not the grammar checker one (Gakis, 2015).

.................................................................................................................................................................................

1 Introduction

Having realized that such a tool in Greek language
didn’t exist, the development of the software is
based on the exhausting record, on the analysis,
and on the formulation of the errors of writing

speech. Moreover, for its development, the right
software was chosen in order to describe the gram-
matical errors.

This paper also presents the formalism used (the
Mnemosyne), a formalism that handles with the
particularities of the Greek language that hinder
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the computational processing. This formalism has
already been used to identify multi-word terms
and to phrase grammars, aiming to automatically
extract information. In this way, all speakers
(native or foreign) will be able to better understand
not only the function of various parts of the Greek
language system but also the way the mechanisms of
linguistic analysis operate in the conquest and more
broadly in the linguistic realization.

The fundamental cornerstone for the implemen-
tation is the electronic morphological lexicon1

(Gakis et al., 2012), a 5-level lexicon which consists
of at least 90,000 entries that produce �1,200,000
inflection types. These types inform about: (1) spel-
ling, (2) morpheme information, (3) morphosyn-
tactic information, (4) stylistic information, and
(5) jargon (Kriaras, 1995; Mpampiniotis, 1998).
This electronic lexicon is the premise on which the
grammar checker is developed. The morphological
lexicon plays a key role in supporting the Greek
grammar checker, as the first level in which the lan-
guage is examined is the morphology level and the
structural level is not only based but also depends
on the morphology of the words.

A major problem in processing the natural lan-
guage was the lexical ambiguity (Gakis et al., 2013),
a product of the sophisticated morphology of the
Greek language. Given that the major problem of
Modern Greek is the lexical ambiguity, we designed
the Greek tagger based on linguistic criteria in cases
where the lexical ambiguity impedes the imprint of
the errors in Greek language.

2 Templates of Greek grammar
checker

The standardization of grammatical errors in tem-
plates was the most important part in the design.
Errors gathered through an authentic body of spe-
cialized corpus. The grammar checker failed to
wholly analyze the sentence but analyzed only
those categories that have been described in the
templates. The errors described by the grammar
checker did not include all the wrong types because
the grammatical analyzer is designed to focus on
those cases that are the most typical and frequent.

The main areas of the grammatical errors in which
the grammar checker interferes are: (1) punctuation
problems, (2) final -n, (3) stylistic issues, (4) standard-
ization issues (stereotyped phrases, words of literary
origin), (5) inclination issues (incorrect declension of
names or verbs either through ignorance or because of
confusion), (6) vocabulary issues (cases of conceptual
confusion, Greek translation of foreign words, redun-
dancy, and use of incorrect word or phrase), (7) ortho-
graphic confusion issues (homonymous words), (8)
agreement issues (cases of elements of nominal or
verbal phrase disagreement), (9) syntax issues (verbs),
and (10) cases of errors that require more specialized
management of the spelling correction.

3 Particularities of Modern Greek
language

3.1 Highly inflectional and ‘free word
order’ language
Natural language processing systems incorporate
notoriously complex algorithmic processes which
become even more complicated as far as Modern
Greek language is concerned. The declinable parts
of speech produce a huge set of morphological word
forms, as Modern Greek is a highly inflectional lan-
guage (Gakis et al., 2012). The vocabulary of
Modern Greek also includes words that are lent
from other languages.

Moreover, Modern Greek is a ‘free word order’ lan-
guage and allows the speaker to form phrases in vari-
ous ways. These variations however are big challenges
for computational linguistics (Orphanos, 2000).

3.2 Lexical ambiguity
Lyons describes the ambiguity that is noticed generally
in language with the term lexical ambiguity (Lyons,
1977) and determines two different categories of lexical
ambiguity: (1) the homonymy and (2) the multi-
meanings ambiguity. Beyond the different meanings
that are given in the term lexical ambiguity, for the
computer, this has direct relation with the way of re-
construction and set-up of the lexicological entries
(Boguraev and Pustejovsky, 1990).

Lexical ambiguity is also an important phenom-
enon in Modern Greek. This happens when a word
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type has more than one corresponding lexical entry
(lemmas) or when the word is used with a different
meaning in a figurative sense. As a result, we have to
deal with a great number of words with an ambigu-
ous meaning, and unless their meaning is resolved
by the context, this ambiguity may carry over to
phrases or even whole sentences (Gakis et al.,
2013). During natural language processing by com-
putational systems, syntactic structures are repre-
sented by phrase structure rules (Chomsky, 1965;
McCord, 1987; Kermanidou, 2005). However,
there are many cases in which ambiguity is intro-
duced as a part of speech—which is a major feature
(Pollard and Sag, 1987)—such as an individual
morphological attribute that a lexical type may
have. When the part of speech is ambiguous, the
parser is forced to examine much more syntactic
rules and, eventually, produce all the phrasal struc-
tures that these rules dictate, hoping that one ana-
lysis will finally prevail.

4 The ‘Kanon’ formalism

In order to construct the Greek grammar checker,
we used the ‘Mnemosyne’ environment, a complete
complicated natural language processing system
used for information retrieval and information
extraction in free text. This software has been de-
veloped in Java using a parallel and/or distributed
architecture. The ‘Kanon’ formalism is used to
describe complex syntactic structures, obeys the
Unification Grammars and belongs to the level of
context-sensitive grammars (Chomsky, 1965).

The Mnemosyne environment constitutes of a com-
plete NLP system that incorporates advanced linguistic
resources and computational tools aiming at the auto-
matic extraction of structured information from un-
structured electronic documents. It is mainly used for
automatic processing of free-text documents. It ensures
processing of big volumes of information, high preci-
sion in the recognition of named entities and events,
and possibility of addition of new sources of informa-
tion with low cost.

The advantage of Mnemosyne is that it incorp-
orates linguistic information data. It has already
been used in environments with large quantity

items with very good results on the size of the
input data, the processing speed, and the output
precision. The language of the text was Greek but
‘Mnemosyne’ can handle all European languages.

In https://ws.neurolingo.gr/WebCleansing/GGC.
html, we posted all templates of grammar checker in
a friendly environment. The user types or copies the
text at the lexical editor and sees the analysis of his text.

The text analysis includes (1) morphological
label of words2 and (2) note of text errors.
Grammar rules are grouped into the following cate-
gories: (1) error, (2) info, and (3) warning. The
‘error’ category describes errors that deviate from
the linguistic norm; the ‘info’ category includes
rules concerning the style information; and the
‘warning’ category includes rules concerning user’s
semantic information about words with conceptual
confusion. The user can select some or all of the
above rules (colored differently) and has, respect-
ively, the corresponding message and, in the major-
ity of cases, the ‘correct’ type.

The following figure (Fig. 1) presents the archi-
tecture and the structure of Mnemosyne.

The basic course analysis of a text is as follows:

(1) the collection of documents, which is the set-
ting of all input sources;

(2) the processing flow, which consists of the type
of analysis devices which analyze the sources
(Savranidis, 1998);

(3) the compendium analyzations, which are spe-
cialized analyzers to control the information
flow, as well as to alert users to the process,
the errors, and the warnings; and

(4) the XML Dumpers, specialized analyzers that
ensure the transfer of extracted information
to specific destinations and formats (e.g.
XML, Database tables).

The levels of a text processing follow a particular
sequence and the text follows the levels of analysis,
when the previous process finishes. In each level,
parallel rules are applied.

A text is divided into paragraphs, based on
the paragraph analyzer. The end of each para-
graph is usually one or several blank lines.
Consequently, each paragraph is divided into
sentences. For Mnemosyne, sentence is the

The Greek grammar checker
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minimum semantic unit.3 Their limitation is im-
portant to delineate, in order to retrieve the correct
syntactic structures. Extra care is required when the
part of speech is an abbreviation or acronym and
the dot should not be seen as the end of the period.

The output in XML format is following:

In the next level of analysis, each component of
the sentence is characterized (words, symbols,
brackets, apostrophes, the quotes, etc.). Initially,
spelling of each component of the sentence is re-
corded (Greek letters, numbers, uppercase first
letter, etc.). In the next level, Mnemosyne handles
with the tokens, followed by punctuation or other
spelling points. For example, a token ending in
comma or exclamation mark or question mark or

semicolon separates into two words. Mnemosyne
acts in a similar way in cases where the word
begins or ends with quotes: separation into two or
three words (Silberztein, 2003; Paumier, 2003).
Mnemosyne recognizes as one token the acronyms
or the pronoun [ó,��].

5 The tagger of Grammar Checker

The Electronic Lexicon—in the following level—
gives in each word the exact morphological and
stylistic attributes necessary for parsing. For ex-
ample, the word [�!�o�́¼ altar] has the following
morphological attributes: N (MASC þ GEN þ
SING), THEATER], which means that it has the
morphological attribute noun (N), the morpho-
logical attributes: male (MASC) for gender, gen-
eral (GEN) for case, and singular (SING) for
number. Additionally, it is characterized by a the-
matic area attribute (THEATER).

A tagger attaches the correct morphological attri-
butes in words with lexical ambiguity. The

Fig. 1 Architecture and the structure of Mnemosyne
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clarification of lexical ambiguity is one of the most
important issues in processing a text. The context will
determine if the word [�o] is an article or a pronoun,
knowledge absolutely necessary at a later level of ana-
lysis in the grammatical errors. The tagger is oriented
especially to the removal of lexical ambiguity in
Greek. Van Eijck (Van Eijck and Jaspars, 1996) de-
fines the lexical ambiguity as information shortage for
the word meaning. It is not based on decision trees
(Orphanos and Christodoulakis, 1999; Orphanos and
Tsalidis, 1999), statistics methods (Tambouratzis and
Carayannis, 2001), approaches based on machine
learning (Papageorgiou et al., 2000), the morpho-
logical model of two levels by Koskenniemi (Sgarbas
et al., 2000a,b), but in context. The implementation of
the tagger is geared to the needs of the rules of the
levels of the grammar checker.

Grammar Checker supports the complete removal
of lexical ambiguity exclusively using linguistic infor-
mation. It consists of 70 rules. Most of the rules have
to do with the removal of lexical ambiguity between
article and pronoun. The categories of tagger are: (1)
noun and adverb, (2) noun and preposition, (3)
noun and pronoun, (4) noun and article, (5) noun
and conjunction, (6) noun and verb, (7) noun and
participle, (8) noun and interjection, (9) verb and
noun, (10) preposition and pronoun, (11) adverb
and conjunction, and (12) adjective and noun.
Tagger defines words that do not exist in the mor-
phological lexicon (unstressed words, words with
misspelling) as well as the removal of lexical ambi-
guity in the gender and the case of the ambiguous

word. For the removal of lexical ambiguity,
Mnemosyne examines both previous words—up to
4 tokens—and/or the following word—up to 4
tokens. A rule has the form shown in Fig. 2.

6 Grammar checker rules

The parser is based on the templates and consists
of approximately 2,600 ‘‘Kanon’’ rules. The Greek
grammar checker in no case attempts to resolve ex-
treme forms of the language problem that causes
doubts.

At the beginning, the parser attributes each
token. The result of this morphological analysis is:
(1) the location of grammatical and semantic errors
that have been described in rules flow, and (2) the
location of the production tree that marks the part
of the problematic parsing.

This formalism uses in a good way the morpho-
logical and stylistic characteristics of word types that
have been described in electronic morphological
lexicon. This formalism also recognizes incorrect
polylectic terms.

It is worth mentioning that in all cases, any mis-
take is considered separately and a set of actions are
defined in order to face it.

Every rule contains one or more head predicates
and one or more body predicates. Head predicates
are defined in terms of the body predicates and this
means that if a sequence of symbols (text spans)
matches the body predicates then we can reduce

Fig. 2 The tagger formalism

The Greek grammar checker
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these predicates to the one of the body. Rules are
independent of each other. Their order does not
matter the way they are evaluated. The system can
use different heuristics about which rule to choose
for reduction in case that multiple rules match an
input sequence of symbols. The current applied
technique chooses the longest (in terms of size of
predicates in the body of a rule) rule. The symbols
‘\’ and ‘/’ specify the left and right context of a
reduction. We can have a list of predicates at the
left of the ‘\’ symbol denoting the left context of the
reduction. The meaning of the left context is that we
expect to match all the predicates presented in the
left context but we will not use them in the reduc-
tion. The same holds for the right context. Only the
predicates presented between the ‘\’ and ‘/’ symbols
will be reduced. Parentheses can also be used to
group sequence of predicates. A body predicate or

group can be right followed by a repeating operator
of the ‘*’, ‘+’, {m,n}. The meaning of ‘*’ is zero or
more instances of the predicate or group existing in
the left of the operator must be matched. The ‘+’
operator is interpreted as one or more instances
while the expression {m,n} means that we expect
to match at least m and an most n instances.

Specifically each rule has five elements:

(1) The head of a rule, left side of the symbol
‘‘¼>’’, for example [VTEXT¼‘‘�0���’’] 0

[VTEXT¼‘‘	0��’’]. This determines the re-
placement of the identified expression of one
or more virtual items or rules. Thus, the learned
expression: �t
��	!́� �����́ll�lo� [strictly
not appropriate] is replaced by the virtual text
VTEXT¼‘‘__ancient_phrase__’’. The rule de-
scription has the following form:

Respectively, in the following rule, the cor-
responding message exists for the final -n:

P. Gakis et al.
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(2) The corresponding word or phrase or lemma
that is being considered (in this case the
wrong type) exists between the symbols ’\’ and
’/’. The first example is the phrase [�t
��	!́�
�����́ll�lo�¼most offensive] and the second
is the type �o� of the article.

(3) The left part of the expression before the symbol
’\’ (in the above examples is empty) is a set of
words, phrases, and other tokens that is useful
for expression determination but it is not
replaced by the head of the rule.

(4) Similarly the right of the expression follow-
ing the ’\’. In the first example, there is no
right-hand part, while the second is: [LEXY
->HasMAttrs ([MASC, SING, ACC]),
ORTHO ->AnyOfOAttrs ([Style2])] and de-
notes any word having morphological character-
istics (Male, Singular Accusative) and belonging
to a group of words specified by the first letter
[Style2]. The right side also remains unchanged
in case of grammar rules application.

(5) The type of rules that lies within the symbol
‘and’, before the left panel. This part is not ne-
cessary, but there is in each rule and is used to
categorize errors.

Each word is defined by a sequence of values
surrounded by the symbols ‘[’ and ‘]’. Thus, the
symbol ORTHO->AnyOfOAttrs ([WthSmbs]) de-
fines a condition that must be accepted by the
rule and notes that the token spellingWithSymbols.

The condition ORTHO->AnyOfOAttrs([NrWrd])
means that the word must be normal Word (word
with letters of the alphabet).

The condition [LEXY->HasMAttrs([ADJ,. . .
ACC])] means any entry that has certain morpho-
logical attributes (in this case: adjective . . .accusative).
Respectively may include the condition [LEXY-
>HasNoMAttrs([ADJ,. . .. ACC])] means any entry
that has not the certain morphological attributes.

The condition [TTEXT->Match(«��	
ó�»)] de-
fines words that have the specific word sequence
(capital letters (GKAPSON) or/and small letter
(��	
ó�/G��	
ó�), stressed or unstressed:
��	
ó�), while the more ‘strict’ form is defined
by [TTEXT¼= «"��
�0�!�»] which includes only
the specific type: "��
�0�!�. These rules have the

opportunity to define the prefix �	ó���� ([TTEXT-
>Prefix («"�"’!́��
»)]) which includes all the gen-
erated words with the prefix «"�"’!́��
». Under
circumstances, the rules define the suffix of any
word [TTEXT ->Suffix («ot��»)] which includes
all the generated words with the suffix -ot��. Both
cases support additional information by the defin-
ition of additional morphosyntactic attributes, to
avoid identification of the type with another word
with the same suffix and different morphological at-
tributes. Thus, the rule [TTEXT ->Suffix(«ot��»),
LEXY->HasMAttrs([V, A_P, SING])] defines words
with suffix–ot�� and morphosyntactic attributes
[Verb, 1st person, singular].

The condition [LEXY->HasLemma3 («	�́’!»)]
defines the specific lemma (all tenses, moods,
persons, voices), while for more limited search is
used the condition [LEXY->CanMatch(« �ló�»,
[FEM])] in which is defined only the female of the
adjective:  �ló�. These conditions can be additionally
determined by agreement conditions [ONTO?

¼$x:GNC_Agreement(1,[ADJ])] in many levels:

(1) agreement in gender, number, and case
[ONTO?¼$x: GNC_Agreement(1)];

(2) agreement in number and case [ONTO?¼$x:

GNC_Agreement(2)];

(3) agreement only in number [ONTO?¼$x:GNC_

Agreement(3)]; or
(4) agreement only in case [ONTO?¼$x:GNC_

Agreement(4)].

Mnemosyne has four levels of analysis. This function
allows the phrases replacement by VTEXT. The neces-
sity of levels becomes visible in the following analysis
problem. Specifically, the particle [���] is not con-
verted into [��] in a specific context (style1: the first
letter is �, �, �, etc.), while in another context remains
(style2: the first letter is �, , �, etc.). This rule does not
apply to learned participles still in use in spoken lan-
guage. In the first level, therefore, when the particle
[��] is found in context consisting of learned participle
is replaced by a virtual text, the
[VTTEXT¼ ‘‘__archaiametochi__’’]. Applying this ap-
proach, independent of the first letter of the learned
participle, the rule concerning the final -n is not exe-
cuted. The statement of the rule has the following form:

The Greek grammar checker
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At the second level, however, the rule applies to
all cases that are analyzed. This rule determines as
error more specific events, e.g. the particle [���] in

front of learned participles and therefore is replaced
by the particle [��]. More specifically:

At the end of this process, there is the final analysis,
the dumper. The dumpers transfer the results of
processing in detail and extract and record all the
features (sentence analyzer, tagger, rules flow, rules)
in the appropriate position. Export and analysis files
are XML and Apache Lucene (http://lucene.apache.
org).

All dumpers have a certain common formalism
format: {$info} {analysis (options)}, where {} means
0 or more than one items enclosed in {}.

6.1 Stylistic rules (learned types)
Learned type is either a type with learned morpho-
logical suffix or a lemma with similar attribute. The

P. Gakis et al.
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grammar checker handles with learned types in sev-
eral levels. In the first level, the grammar checker
handles with learned phrases (�359) that are still in
use in written or spoken speech.

At this level, the grammar checker recognizes
these phrases and replaces them by a
[VTEXT¼]¼ ‘‘__ ancient_phrase__’’. This is

because these phrases consist of words that have
the morphological characterization: learned types
in the specific context are acceptable.

In this level, grammar is a context-sensitive
grammar and handles with such phrases as these
that are detailed below:

This means that the type [��"�́�� ¼ license],
which is a learned type, in the specific context (after
lemma ["��́�o�� ¼ benefit] 0 [’�́llo ¼ panel] will
be replaced by VTEXT¼ ‘‘__ ancient_phrase__’’].

In another context, which is described in the
second level, the user is informed that the stylistic

attribute of these words refers to formal speech and
the opportunity to choose a word or type of
Modern Greek lies in his distinguishing fluency.

Respectively grammar is a context-free grammar
and handles with such learned types or lemmas as
these detailed below:

The Greek grammar checker
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In another level, grammar checker uses a set of
113 rules, handles with potential errors in learned
phrases (spelling errors, ungrammatical case, incor-
rect gender, voice, number or stress, redundancy,
incorrect choice of lemma, etc.).

This template encloses lemmas that have this at-
tribute from the morphological electronic lexicon:
learned and types with learned consonant. The fol-
lowing figure (Fig. 3) presents the structure of this
template.

6.2 Stylistic rules (oral types)
The rules of this template inform the user of pos-
sible inconsistency in style which he wishes to have
in his text by the use of words that are characterized
by stylistic attribute: ORAL. This template, by the
use of levels, includes (1) lemmas with the attribute:
ORAL, (2) noun this attribute, (3) types with prefix

that report to oral speech, and (4) specific verbs
which in specific context are characterized as oral
(e.g. the verb ["�́���¼ I am] followed by the noun
[l�́�o�¼wrong] is informal phrase).

This template handles also with the oral types of
adjectives and participles of passive voice (e.g. the
oral suffix –o�́��/-ó��) or the participles without
reduplication.

We especially mention this category as adjectives
and participles have to be syntactically analyzed. On
the base that suffix [-o�́��] or [-ó��] is female
(oral attribute) or neutral (not oral type) parser
has to check the gender. In these rules, analysis
goes one level further and checks the agreement of
the processed type. Here the tagger’s support is ne-
cessary to define the gender of the type.

Below the way of dealing with oral adjectives or
participles is presented:

P. Gakis et al.
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Fig. 3 Structure of template (learned types)
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The template includes rules for: (1) wrong abbre-
viations, (2) user’s information for non-preferred
style with abbreviations in formal texts, (3) oral
consonants, (4) oral adverbs, and (5) phrases en-
countered mainly in oral speech.

The structure of this template (oral types) is
given in Fig. 4.

6.3 Final -n
The most common error in written speech is
described in this template and deals with almost
all cases referring to the final -n.

Template includes rules that work at four levels,
because of the number of cases and their difficulties.
There are 20 rules describing the mistaken addition
of the final -n and 20 where the absence of final -n is
error. For these rules, the tagger support is crucial,
while the art [�o�] has different handling from the
pronoun [�o�]. Furthermore, the removal of gender
and case ambiguity is criterion to add or remove the
final -n.

The rules are defined in four levels in order to
describe more complex linguistic situations (posses-
sive adjectives, learned participles, prepositional,
etc.). An example that highlights how useful the
levels are is described below. In phrase {�o "́��
(��ló)}, the appearance of the final -n is not
required in the word [�o], but in phrase {�o "́��
��ló �́��	!�o}, final -n is needed to the word [�o].

Originally letters are grouped into two groups:
group (style 1) which contains the letters of the al-
phabet or symphonic complexes {��, ��, etc.}, that
demand the presence of the final –n, and the group

(style 2) which contains the letters of the alphabet
that emit the final -n.

The lemmas analyzed in this template are
the articles {�o�, ���, 
�o�, 
���}, personal pro-
nouns {�o�, ���}, the indefinite article {"́���,
���}, pronouns {ó�o�o�, ��́�o�o�, ó
o�, �ó
o�,
��́��o
o�, �"́�o�o�, �́llo�}, particle {�"�, ��,

��}, adjectives {�	�"�ó�, l�́o�, �ol�́�}, and nu-
meric {"���ó}.

For the handling with rules concerning this tem-
plate, parser checks in many cases both the previous
words and the following (until six tokens). The
structure of this template is presented more analyt-
ically later (Fig. 5).

6.4 Stress rules and other orthographic
symbols
The wrong use of punctuation, stress, and ortho-
graphic symbols is described in this template. This
parser handles with verb forms followed by two pro-
noun types written incorrectly in one word, with
wrong particles stress [�� and ��] and the wrong
stress of two pronoun types followed by a verb in
imperative. Moreover, grammar checker handles
with monosyllabic types that in specific context
are stressed, e.g. the types {�ot¼where and
�!�¼ how, as interrogative adverbs} and wrong
stressed words followed by.

This template includes rules for wrong hyphen
presence or absence in specified context.

Much more complex is the way of dealing with
comma. Grammar checker at a beginning level han-
dles with the wrong use of comma in given words
(�́	�¼ so, lo��ó�¼well, "��"�o�"́�!�¼ perhaps,
the word ó��¼ that/ó��¼ that¼which). In a fol-
lowing level, it checks the use of comma before

Fig. 4 Structure of template (oral types) Fig. 5 Structure of template (final -n)
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dependent sentences. When these sentences act as a
modifying word, the use of comma is needed.
Problems arise due to (1) the lexical ambiguity
that arises when types act at the same time as con-
junctions, adverbs or prepositions; and (2) de-
pended sentences acting as clarification. The level
function and the tagger support allow the handling
of these problems.

The template describes errors related with typ-
ography (two gaps, the four dots instead of three,
the question mark or comma presence the dot,
etc.). The template also handles with cases of
very frequent use but wrong written abbreviations
(e.g. ��l.). These rules need an analytic descrip-
tion in tokenizer, in order to properly integrate all
punctuations within the word or as independent
entity.

The structure of this template (Stress rules
and other orthographic symbols) is presented
in Fig. 6.

6.5 Conceptual confusion
In this template, grammar checker handles with
words in which misunderstanding the correct
meaning creates mistakes in written speech.
Consequently, the word [��l�́] with the sense of
[no composite things] is used in sentences
where the word [��l!́�¼ only] must be used
(Iordanidou 2013).

Homophones with different spelling words
belong to this template (e.g. the [l0��� ¼ word]
and [l�́��� ¼ waste]). Depending on the part of
speech, the rules that have been created refer to ad-
jectives, adverbs, pronouns, verbs, and homophone
word that belong to different parts of speech.

The rules of these templates inform (‘‘gevent.-
warning’’) the user for: (1) possible misplaced
lemma choice, (2) the lemma to which is confused,
as well as (3) the meaning of both lemmas.

Most of these lemmas are commonly used and,
consequently, the user’s information for possible
mistaken choice would be unsuitable. For this
reason, through a concordance of 870,000 news-
paper articles and after searching these lemmas in
search engines, the context of these lemmas was
indexed.

So in the first level of analysis, the lemma that
was indexed is replaced by a VTEXT and there is no
information to the user about a possible mistaken
choice. He is informed on the second level. For ex-
ample the lemmas [�"�����ó�¼ demonstrative] and
[������ó�¼ critical] are homophones and are often
used in a wrong way in the written speech.

We should stress out that the template belongs to
a wider group of rules (rules.flow1) in which other
templates belong (e.g. the rule with the final -n). A
replacement by VTEXT causes problems to the
function of other templates, in this case the rules
of the final -n. That’s why in computational pro-
cessing and in the phrase �� �"�����0 ���!�t��́�
����"́�"��� "́�� ot
��
���ó], the tokens that are
to be processed are [��] [VTEXT] [���!�t��́�]
[����"́�"���] ["́��] [ot
��
���ó]. To avoid such
failures, another group of rules (rules.flow2) which
includes only the templates of the first level is cre-
ated. Rules.flow1 includes all rules and templates
both of the first and the VTEXT which do not
affect the other.

The structure of this template is given in the fol-
lowing figure (Fig. 7).

6.6 Standardization issues
The rules of this template handle with lemmas of
Modern Greek that are misspelled (one word in-
stead of two or two instead of one). The wrong
types are described by context-free grammar rules

Fig. 6 Structure of template (stress rules and other ortho-
graphic symbols)

The Greek grammar checker
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and the parser recommends to the user the correct
types. This template includes foreign words written
in one word depending on the stress in the Modern
Greek, e.g. �l"	"�o�́	 (correct type) �l"́ 	"�o�́	
(wrong type). Foreign words written in wrong
way, when corrected, are analyzed by other rules
of another template (rules for foreign words) with
the possibility that they may be replaced by a word
of Modern Greek.

6.7 Vocabulary issues
Foreign words are included in this template (in the
field of gevent.info rules). We should point out that
this template does not handle with words which

have been integrated into the Greek language in dif-
ferent periods without interruption until today.
This category includes foreign words written in
Greek characters and have been characterized by a
morphological lexicon with stylistic attribute
[FOREIGN WORD] (e.g. G��"	�"�¼ internet).

Grammar checker recommends the correspond-
ing Greek word or it informs that the used word is
foreign, without recommending a corresponding
Greek one (in cases that there is not a corresponding
Greek word).

In the same template belong the Latin phrases
still in use in oral and written speech that are
handled in a similar way by the grammar checker.

Fig. 7 Conceptual confusion

P. Gakis et al.
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In these phrases, the user is informed about their
translation.

6.8 Redundancy
The errors included in this template are very fre-
quent. First of all the parser handles with simple
cases of redundancy (e.g. "t��́� ��"́
!� ¼ right
away, ��ó ��"́���"� ¼ every time). The template
includes (1) bad declaration of comparative or super-
lative (��o ¼ most þ suffixes of comparative or su-
perlative) and (2) more complex cases such as the
verb’s syntax, e.g. verbs with supplements that are
unnecessary ("��"	�"́�! �"́
�¼ contained within,
"����l����́�! ��́l� ¼ I repeat again, etc.).

These cases become more problematic in pro-
cessing, when the two tokens are not located in
neighboring positions but one or more tokens are
between them. So, for example, the phrase
{"��"	�"́�! [. . .] �"́
�} might not be analyzed by
the grammar checker if the token before �"́
� is the
article. Consequently, the possible forms of the
object with the token [�"́
�] are described in the
first level: with article, with adjective, or participle.
At the second level it nominates the token [�"́
�] as
an adverb. The punctuation at this level is import-
ant for the proper functioning of this rule.

The structure of this template is given in Fig. 8.

6.9 Nouns without plural
This template includes nouns with incorrect plural
forming. Words with the incorrect plural are not

defined (correctly) in a morphological lexicon.
Consequently, these types of plural—used in oral
speech but not in written speech—are described in
this template.

This category includes the indeclinable loan-
words from other languages that do not decline in
the plural (Iordanidou, 2013).

However, there are words (e.g. �!0 ¼ life) with-
out plural apart from specific phrases (e.g. "́�"�
"���́ �!"́� ¼ has seven lives). Levels deal with
these cases.

The template handles with words (e.g. �ol����"́�
¼ policies, lo��"́� ¼ logics) whose plural is ac-
ceptable when they are adjectives, but wrong when
they are nouns. In these cases, both the levels and
the grouping the rules to larger groups deal with
these cases (rules.flow1), so that VTEXT does not
hinder the normal operation of the rules.

Nouns whose general plural is not commonly
used have the same management.

6.10 Inclination issues (morphology)
This category includes: (1) the one-word or peri-
phrastic type of verbs (e.g. the wrong formation of
the present perfect and the past perfect of the verb
[�́!] (simple or complex)), participle, or noun
that has incorrect morphological formation; (2)
the wrong voice selection in a specific context (e.g.
deponent verbs used with suffixes of active voice);
(3) types with wrong stress; and (4) the wrong for-
mation of mood or tense (Iordanidou, 1999).

Fig. 8 Redundancy

The Greek grammar checker
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6.11 Agreement (syntax)
The template handles with the agreement in a verb
phrase or a noun phrase. Actually this template does
not describe all possible forms (grammatically cor-
rect) of a noun or a verb phrase. This becomes pro-
hibitive due to: (1) the variety of the possible forms
of a phrase, (2) the huge lexical ambiguity which
leads to many tree productions, and (3) the free-
word order of the parts of a sentence. This template
only describes the wrong formations of agreement
of noun or verb phrase. Therefore, grammar checker
checks the agreement between: (1) art with noun,
adjective, or pronoun; (2) noun with noun; (3) par-
ticle or adjective with noun; (4) subject and verb;
(5) parts of adverb phrase; (6) parts of preposition
phrase; and (7) parts of verb phrase.

6.11.1 Agreement in noun phrase

The components of the noun phrase must agree to
gender, number, and case.

The grammar checker allows the user to select
the original type of the gender in some females
ending in -os (e.g. [ 0’o�¼ vote]
[�"́�o�o�¼method], [��́’�oo�¼ diphthong]).
The electronic lexicon includes the morphological
attribute: male but also the stylistic attribute
(oral). The grammar checker suggests the user the
type of female—as that is preferred in formal writ-
ten speech. Moreover, the grammar checker acts in

the same way when these nouns are identified by
adjectives or predicate.

The template of agreement in a noun phrase has
grouped these cases (e.g. Singular nominative of
females with the suffix [-os]: [TTEXT-> Suffix
(‘‘os’’), LEXY-> HasMAttrs ([N, FEM, SING,
NOM])]) and checks the agreement with article, the
predicate, or the adjective but only in the case and the
number [ONTO?¼ $X: GNC_Agreement (2, [N])].

The levels’ function in this template is necessary,
due to the same morphological formation of an art-
icle in nominative and general plural. So the first
level describes the noun phrases in nominative and
genitive plural which is replaced by a VTEXT.

This template includes words (e.g. �t�¼muscle,
�"
�o���́�¼miss, males with suffix – "́��) that are
usually used incorrectly.

The wrong formation in adjectives with suffix [-
t�, -��́, -t] is very common, especially in the geni-
tive plural, while both the frequent use of genitive
plural of males (the suffix –"́!�) in a female nouns’
context and the use of genitive plural of males with
suffix "�!́� in a male nouns’ context (�!� ���"́!�
t����!́� instead of the correct: �!� ���"�!́�
t����!́�) are common. The grammar checker in
these cases checks the agreement between article and
noun in gender and number.

Below the way of dealing with agreement be-
tween adjectives is presented:
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Furthermore, the participles used as adjectives in
female nouns have incorrect declaration (e.g.
�
��́o��"� �����́�"�� instead of the correct:
�
��́ot
"� �����́�"��¼ effective clauses I
�l�"́��!� �"	�o�!́� instead of the correct:
�l�"�
!́� �"	�o�!́�¼ affected areas).

In this template, mistakes observed in wider
noun phrases are described: (1) the adjective
[�ol�́�¼ a lot], (2) the agreement between subject
and (3) the wrong (semantically) selected adjective
(e.g. 	����́� �"l��́!
� instead of the right:
�"������0 �"l��́!
�), (4) the use of adjectives in-
stead of adverbs (e.g. �ó
o� �ollo�́ instead of the
correct: �ó
o �ollo�́).

The noun phrase analysis is presented in Fig. 9.

6.11.1 Agreement in adverb and prepositional
phrase

The template in adverb and prepositional phrases
handles with wrong preposition and adverb comple-
ments (e.g. the genitive plural ["�����́!�] of the
adjective ["��́���o�¼ opposed] which is homo-
phone with the adverb ["�����́o�¼ against]).
Furthermore, grammar checker recognizes wrongly
connected preposition phrases (Iordanidou, 2013)
and recommends the preferable.

6.11.2 Agreement in verb phrase

This template describes the wrong syntax of verbs
(Iordanidou, 2013). This description is not a single
listing of the verb’s syntactic structure. So, specific
criteria (voice of verb, deponent verbs, possible
object forms, etc.) are defined in order to describe
exactly the ‘‘error’’. This template includes verbs
that maintain—wrongly—the use of genitive in
the object (grammar checker suggests the accusa-
tive). Furthermore, in this template, incorrect
syntax of deponent verbs is described (Iordanidou,
1992).

The Greek grammar checker handles with the
subject and verb agreement only in confusing cir-
cumstances (the suffix of the third singular of the
middle voice of present tense ["���/-����] and the
suffix of the second plural active voice of present
tense [-"�"/-��"]). The template does not describe
the variety of the possible structures of the two suf-
fixes but for cases of wrongly suffix selection based

on the most frequent cases observed in texts of con-
cordance or student essays or other.

7 Evaluation

7.1 Comparing the Greek Grammar
Checker
In evaluating grammar checkers, everyone needs to
be aware of the kinds of errors they can possibly
correct or not correct. Grammatical errors are
described as wrong relation between words just as
subject-verb disagreement or wrong sequence of
words when for example plural noun is used instead
of a single one.

Grammar checking phase starts after spell check-
ing is finished (Ehsan & Faili, 2010). Grammar
checking techniques can be categorized into three
different types: syntax-based, statistical and rule-
based. In syntax-based approach a text is completely
parsed and if the parsing does not succeed the text is
considered incorrect. The grammar checking is
complete if the grammar itself is complete. The pro-
blem is that it cannot tell the user what exactly the
problem is. Ill-formed sentences need extra rules for
parsing. It requires a complete grammar which is
obviously difficult to obtain for natural languages.
In statistical approaches, a part-of-speech annotated
corpus is used to build a list of POS tag sequences
(Jensen et al., 1993).

There have been grammar checkers, developed
for other languages. Grammatifix (Arppe, 2000) is
a grammar checker for Swedish, which has the same
approach with the Greek Grammar cheker. In this
grammar checker, the error types of the language are
collected first and those which result in high preci-
sion are chosen for implementation with this argu-
ment that the precision is important for grammar
checkers (Bernth, 1997). Other Swedish grammar
checkers are SCARRIE3 and Granska (Domeij,
2000). LanguageTool (Naber, 2003) is another
grammar checker which has separate rules for 14
languages. EasyEnglish (Bernth, 2000) is another
grammar checker developed for people whose
main language is not English. For example, for
German speakers it checks overuse of progressive
form. GramCheck (Bustamante and Leœn, 1996)

The Greek grammar checker
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Fig. 9 Noun phrase agreement redundancy

Picture 1. Human correction

Picture 2. Grammar checker correction
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is a grammar checker for Spanish and Greek,
including rules only for agreement errors and cer-
tain head-argument relation issues. EasyEnglish,
Critique and GramCheck and some other English
grammar checkers are commercial and there is not
enough documentation of the algorithms and rules
which are used. According to other approaches, the
developers of BonPatron, ‘‘a pedagogically-oriented
grammar checker like BonPatron is at least as good
as human correction for helping students improve
their L2 writing skills’’ (Nadasdi & Sinclair, 2007).
Other Grammar checkers (J. Park et al., 1997) have
the same approach with the Greek Grammar
Checker and do not attempt to handle all the pos-
sible grammar errors. The English Grammar checker
handles with similar to the Greek Grammar Checker
grammatical mistakes. The English Grammar
Checker detects the following kinds of mistakes:
Wrong capitalization (sentence initial, wrong low-
ercase/uppercase initial letter), missing fragments
(subjects, objects, some prepositions, complements,
articles, clauses, the, than, etc), some extra elements
(e.g., the infinitive marker after auxiliary verbs),
wrong agreement (number, case, etc), wrong verb
form, and various mismatches (verb tense with
adverbs, etc). It is beyond the scope of a grammar
checker (Greek and other checkers) to identify mis-
takes along with missing fragments, run-on sen-
tences, , wrong expressions, and wrong paragraph
boundaries. Tense usage and pronominal reference
are equally beyond their ability to correct. Grammar
checkers identify certain specific types of gramma-
tical mistakes in the proposed domain of applica-
tion that are more regular than others. Existing
grammar checking systems, such as those described
in Thurmair (1990), (Bolioli et. al., 1992), (Genthial
& Courtin, 1992; Bustamante & Leon, 1996), fall
into this discipline, addressing the issue with a col-
lection of heuristic rules that approximate a natural
language grammar. CorrecText, from Houghton-
Mifflin, is a significant advance in grammar check-
ers, because it uses a full parse of sentences in its
analysis (Dobrin, 1990).

The Greek Grammar Checker addresses an
implementation of grammar checking as an impor-
tant application of computational linguistics, whose
primary focus in syntax is on identifying what

constitutes grammatical expressions. This grammar
checker focuses on rule based approach and this is
the first grammar checker for Greek. Of necessity,
grammar checkers, on the whole, they operate on
the premise that the underlying syntactic structure
of a text is described as problematic. Because of the
risk of misidentification of errors when the syntax of
a text is faulty, they pass over in silence the entirety
of structures they are unable to recognize. Greek
Grammar checker has the same approach – for
obtaining errors - with Latvian grammar checker
(Deksne and Skadinš, 2011). As Greek and Latvian
are highly inflected language with a high morpho-
logical ambiguity there are many long distance
agreements between words and phrases in a sen-
tence for which we need a deep syntactic analysis
of phrases and sentence to find possible errors. The
deference is that Greek Grammar Checker has only
rules describing grammar errors when Latvian
grammar has both rules for correct syntactic struc-
tures (G rules) and rules describing grammar errors
(E rules).

7.2 Results
The construction of the grammar checker for the
Modern Greek language is the first collection and
coding effort of errors that occur in spoken and
written language. The statistical processing and
data analysis was performed using the statistical
package for social sciences SPSS (v.21). For the sta-
tistical analysis non - parametric criteria have been
applied, when the assumptions to implement para-
metric criteria were not met. When the observations
were similar the statistical criterion �2 in pairs
(McNemar test) was applied. We analyzed these
data using the criterion McNemar, to detect possible
differences in the correction of the two models (man
and grammar checker). McNemar’s test is a statis-
tical test used on paired nominal data. It is used to
analyze studies, where the two treatments are given
in matched subjects. This non-parametric (distribu-
tion-free) test assesses if a statistically significant
change in proportions has occurred on a dichoto-
mous trait at two time points on the same text.
McNemar’s test determines whether paired propor-
tions are different.

The Greek grammar checker
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The effective software evaluation was with the
parallel correction of the same texts by the grammar
checker and a human. The human correctors were
four philologists, teachers in high school, with great
experience in text correction. More than 100 texts
were given for correction to the grammar and
human checker.

The program was tested due to a subset of 90
student texts (compositions, articles. The composi-
tions were written by students in their second year
of high school with good grades (at least 70/100) in

Greek language. Greek grammar checker
approached in 90% the correction of human. In
all, the texts contained 215 surface-level morpho-
syntactic errors out of a total of �3,500 words.
These errors were randomly injected into the texts.
The output results indicate that this approach is able
to detect the grammatical errors that are described
in the templates of Grammar Checker. Furthermore
the results show that the Greek Grammar checker
with rule-based approach is the most effective in
detecting the defined errors.

Table 1. Error processing by Greek grammar checker and human (statistics)

Error template Grammar checker Human corrector

Recognized errors Non -recognized errors Recognized errors Non - Recognized errors

Comma removal 72 24 96 0

Comma addition 99 22 121 0

Apostrophe removal 14 2 14 2

Final -n removal 100 0 98 2

Dot removal 1 0 1 0

Final –n addition 16 2 16 2

n-phrase agreement 18 2 18 2

Oral type 32 2 34 0

Pre-phrase agreement 10 1 11 0

Foreign words 13 2 15 0

Learned types 7 4 11 0

Mistaken write 10 1 11 0

Stress addition 4 3 7 0

Apostrophe addition 4 2 4 2

Error in tense 10 2 10 2

Word alteration 1 6 7 0

Dot addition 4 2 4 2

Error in grammatical mood 7 0 6 1

Oral ending 12 2 12 2

Stress removal 1 5 6 0

Learned ending 4 2 4 2

Write in one word 11 3 11 3

Mistaken use of apostrophe 1 0 1 0

Verb absence 0 3 3 0

Incomplete phrase 2 3 3 2

Mistaken use of plural 9 1 10 0

Art absence 0 1 1 0

Mistaken phrase syntax 0 2 2 0

Quotation marks addition 0 2 2 0

Art addition 0 1 1 0

Change the word position 0 4 4 0

Word replacement 0 1 1 0

Adverb phrase agreement 8 2 8 2

change comma by dot 0 2 2 0

Preposition removal 0 1 1 0
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In a very large percentage the grammar checker
(picture 1) approximates the correction of a human
(picture 2), because the electronic environment of
Mnemosyne is closer to the way of thinking of
human and the natural writing process (Daiute,
1985). Greek Grammar checker outdoes the speller,
because it can recognize incorrectly (with the right
spelling) homonyms, such as : [ó��: that] – [ó,��:
whatever], [�ó
"��: dosages] – [�!́
"��: you’ll
give] wrong forms of articles or pronouns such as:
[�/o�, �ov/�!v, ���/���], anagrams (the most
common spelling errors), and the verb types of pas-
sive or active voice (�����́�"���: its read –
�����́�"�": you read). It also includes stylistic
information.

The error processing by Greek grammar checker
and human showed the following (Table 1). The
error processing showed that in a very large percen-
tage the grammar checker approximates the correc-
tion of a human. Differentiation between grammar
checker and human corrector is noticed in cases
referring to the conceptual field which is not
described in the grammar checker templates. The
human corrector handled all the foreign words
found in texts. Grammar checker doesn’t describe
these cases since the electronic lexicon manages only
Greek words.

Finally we compared the templates of the Greek
grammar checker with the templates of other gram-
mar checker and we noticed that it includes their
templates.

The size and completeness of the Greek elec-
tronic morphological lexicon and the tagger (the
two basis of the Greek grammar checker) are
innovative tools for Greek. These two applications
can be the basis for the implementation for other
computational tools (automatic summary, transla-
tion, etc.). The grammar checker is a standalone
application. This product can be incorporated
into any text editor and fill in the option of
Ms-office.
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Notes
1. http://www.neurolingo.gr/en/technology/lexica/mor-

pholexicon.jsp
2. Adjectives, nouns, verbs, adverbs, etc.
3. ‘Sentence’ for Mnemosyne is what the traditional

grammar called period.
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